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Abstract—In this project we presented a novel approach to a
Multi Technology and Protocol Wireless Sensor Network (MTP-
WSN) for environmental monitoring. This approach uses multiple
networking technologies and protocols to present a more stable
and larger network. Finally a comparative experiments for
the WSN and each of the technologies that it employs were
performed. The final experiment was a set up for a working multi
technology wireless sensor network. This set up had an average
of 95.5% of uncorrupted package reception and were confirmed
2.04% of corrupted packages. The experiment concluded on less
than 0.5% of package loss for an 8 hour trial.

Index Terms—LoRa, WiFi, Bluetooth, ZigBee, Wireless Sen-
sor Network, Multi Technology and Protocol Wireless Sensor
Network, MTP-WSN.

I. INTRODUCTION

A Wireless Sensor Network (WSN), is a network composed
by different devices called nodes. Each of these nodes have
wireless communications, processing and measuring capabil-
ities. These kind of networks have been widely used in the
Internet of Things (IoT) solutions as they have a wide variety
of configurations which allows the measurement of different
environmental variables such as humidity [1], temperature [2],
air quality [3] or even indoor [4] and outdoor localization [5].
The applications of WSN have multiple field of action includ-
ing industry [6], healthcare [7] or even some urban/smart-city
applications [8].

These applications usually only use a single IoT network
to integrate the network, which is selected following the
specific constrains and requirements of the solution. For the
network connection there are several technologies available
which include but are not limited to IEEE 802.15.4., WiFi or
cellular [9]. For each technology there are several protocols
that are based on the same physical layer such as ZigBee [10]
and 6LowPAN [11] for the IEEE 802.15.4. or LoRa [12] and
Sigfox [13] for cellular [14]. All the different technologies and
protocols for the WSN have its own characteristics, advantages
and disadvantages which impose even more constrains to the
usability of the solution.

In this work we present a novel Multi Technology and
Protocol Wireless Sensor Network (MTP-WSN) which com-
bines several technologies and protocols used in a classic
WSN into a single device and network. Having a multiple
technologies available at the same device inside a network is
proven to be beneficial for increasing range and the versatility
of the network [15] while decreasing power consumption. To
accomplish this we selected a hardware capable of handling

multiple wireless technologies, processing multiple network
messages and having interfaces for sensor integration. The
hardware chosen was the LoPy from Pycom [16]. Likewise,
the hardware must had been capable of handling a high level
networking protocol. This protocol selects each technology
in scenarios that best suite the technology, decreasing the
disadvantages of the technology. To evaluate this best case
scenarios for each technology, we performed range, reliability,
power consumption and scalability experiments for all the
technologies used on the proposed MTP-WSN.

The rest of this paper will be organized as follows, section II
present a brief analysis of similar WSN and their applications.
Section III presents the description of how the experiments
were performed, the conditions and suppositions of them.
Finally the results and discussion presented in section IV,
followed by the conclusion and future work, section V.

II. RELATED WORK

Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) are an IoT concept which
incorporate a sensing node to a wireless network based on low
power networking protocols [6], [17]. Using a WSN we have
a real time monitoring at several locations without a major
investment on infrastructure or hardware development. Also
these kinds of systems rely on out-site visualization and data
management as a centralized location for the network infor-
mation [18]. This paradigm present major security concerns as
all the information of the network become wireless available
[19]. Some of the recent works on the area focus on the
improvement of this concern by using different encryption
mechanisms [20], adding security layers [21] or having a
deeper understanding of certain protocol.

Another concern over the widespread of WSN is the con-
gestion of the spectrum band for each technology [11] and
how each technology interfere with others in the spectral
neighbourhood [22]. This become even more relevant as more
wireless products become widely used to daily activities.
To decrease the impact of spectral congestion of several
bands, some works focus on the integration of more than
one technology to decrease a single band congestion [23]. But
these solutions only focus on the integration of similar kind
of technologies [24], with similar power consumption, range
and stability [25]. Some use a frequency hopping inside the
technology band [26], having a higher degree of redundancy
on choke points [27] or integrating high complexity routing
algorithms [28].



We present a new kind of WSN, a multi technology and
protocol WSN, a MTP-WSN. This novel approach to WSN
uses several technologies and protocols, for long, medium and
short range communication. This network employs a multi hop
communication scheme [34] which selects the best technology
for each hop, decreasing the constrains and concerns of a
classic WSN.

III. EXPERIMENTS

For this project we performed 2 main type of test. The
first a comparative test in which the different technologies
were evaluated in power consumption, scalability and range.
And the second a network test in which the concept of a
multiprotocol network was tested. Which consisted on the
evaluation of reception and transmission of data messages
using several protocols during a single transmission.

A. Power consumption evaluation

The power consumption evaluation was done using a current
logger with a 200ms sample rate. For this test each technology
sends a single message at a specific time window without
waiting for any acknowledgment from another device. This
evaluation was done with 5 different messaging intervals. The
message would not require any measurement or processing to
isolate the power consumption of the communication module
and the technologies behind them. As the wireless technologies
employ a broadcast message scheme, each messaging interval
was repeated with a single device connection and with a multi-
device configuration.

Algorithm 1 Power consumption evaluation algorithm
Require: Initialize the network device, the network parame-

ters and the communication timer tcom.
1: timerm ⇐ 200ms
2: countc ⇐ tcom/0.2
3: if k%countc == 0 then
4: ComMsg ⇐ Test Message
5: Do Not wait ACK.
6: end if
7: if nottimerm then
8: Ik ⇐ Isensor
9: k=k+1

10: timerm ⇐ 200ms
11: end if
12: if k == 18000 then
13: Break
14: end if

B. Range evaluation

The range evaluation was done by sending a defined number
of single messages without ant retry at known distances to
evaluate the package reception percentage. In this test the hard-
ware was set up to send 100 single messages and to wait 10
seconds between each message to receive the acknowledgment
for that message. This process started by pushing a button,

Fig. 1: Long distances trajectory

then the user waited until the transmission and timeouts of all
messages were done which was indicated by the light up of
a LED on the node. This was repeated on different distances
between transmitter and receiver for each technology. For this
evaluation the distance range can go up from centimeters to
hundred of meters. To measure long distances we used the
services of google maps, having an accuracy of almost a meter.
For the long distances the predetermined route followed is
shown on Fig. 1.

Fig. 2: Example of how the distance measurement tool

In this trajectory there are clear landmarks and a line of
sight for almost 1 km. The receiver was placed at six meter
high on the starting point. Fig. 2 show the results of how the
distance measurement tool on Google Maps works.

C. Scalability evaluation

The scalability evaluation is the most complicated test
of all, because the best test is to saturate the network by
introducing more physical devices to occupy the available
bandwidth until a critical point can be found. This method
is the most reliable as it is a practical approach and do not
have hypothesis of the medium, noise or ambient conditions
to determine a saturation point. But it presents challenges
on the presented project because the selected technologies
become saturated with hundred to thousands of devices, which
make unfeasible the test on scenarios with limited budget. To



Fig. 3: Multi technology and protocol network validation networking interaction

Algorithm 2 Power consumption evaluation algorithm
Require: Initialize the network device and the network pa-

rameters.
1: for ExtraNodes=0 to MaxExtraNodes do
2: for msgid=0 to MaxMsgs do
3: msg(msgid)⇐ Test msg
4: Sendmsg(msgid)
5: tsent ⇐ time(now)
6: if ackormaxAckT ime then
7: tack ⇐ time(now)
8: time(msgid)⇐ tack − tsent
9: end if

10: end for
11: acktime(ExtraNodes)⇐ time
12: end for

evaluate the scalability of the system we proposed a test to
evaluate the response times for an acknowledgment because
there is a correlation between the response times and the
amount of devices on the same medium. For this experiment
a single device will sent a message, record the time until
the acknowledgment of this message arrives and send a new
message again. This will be repeated every second, or as soon
as it receives the acknowledgment if this takes more than a
second, for one hour. Then the process is repeated adding
another device with the same configuration until we reach 10
devices at the same network.

D. Multi technology and protocol network validation

After the previous experiments have been done, a multi-
protocol test must be performed to evaluate the concept of a
multi-protocol network. For this purpose a new experimental
setup is implemented using a mixture of the range and
scalability experiments. This validation will make a Multi-
protocol network which reads a temperature sensor from a

Bluetooth device, send the message using the ZigBee network,
finally using a 10 device LoRa network configuration the
message is sent to a LoRa nanogateway to be displayed using
a WiFi interface and a computer. Each of these interactions
are done on a device with multiple technologies and protocols
capabilities. For this experiment the stability of the network is
measured by the response times of the acknowledgments from
the computer to the Bluetooth device, the package reception
percentage and the message corruption percentage. This test is
performed using a messaging rate of 5 seconds, messages of
only temperature and the device ID, The package reception
percentage and message corruption percentage is analyzed
every 15 minutes. The interaction between the networks and
the devices can be seen on Fig. 3.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section are presented and discussed the results of the
experiments described on the previous section. For each ex-
periment the minimum amount of time was 1 hour with almost
750.000 data samples collected across the 4 experiments.

A. Power consumption evaluation

The power consumption was evaluated on 6 different sce-
narios for 1 hour each. For this experiment it was also included
a GPRS module for comparison but was tested only on a 5
second messaging period because this technology does not
allows for a faster data rate. The main features extracted for
this experiment were the peak current and average current.
Having power consumption information at the limits of the
system and regular power behavior respectably. The first
feature analyzed is the peak current, Fig. 4. In this graph is
shown the maximum recorded current for all the cases and all
the messaging periods. The highest peak current is presented
at the ZigBee protocol, being second the Bluetooth. Still a 35
mA peak current draw is referred as low power for the case
of application. Bluetooth and WiFi present no considerable



increases of current draw when there are other devices in
the same network or bandwidth or the transmission rate is
altered. Likewise, LoRa presents no significant changes when
transmission rate is altered, but it does tend to increase the
peak current as there are more devices connected to the same
network. ZigBee maintain a constant peak current for different
transmission rates.

Fig. 4: Peak Currents for a one hour experiment

Across all the technologies the peak current is stable within
a margin error of 10%. As this experiment focused on the
current consumption of the communication module the highest
power demand comes from this component. The peak current
of each of one of these components is a fixed value and the
given error is related to the other devices that are connected
to the power supply, such as the MCU. In the start-topology
protocols (WiFi and LoRa), there is an slight increase of peak
consumption for a multiple device set up most likely due to the
interactions between multiple trasmissions at the same time.
For the experiments with the GPRS the peak consumption is
968.001 mA, and for this technology the experiments only
had one single transmission period, 5 seconds. The analysis
of several devices on the same network was not contemplated
as it work over a cellular network.

The second feature is the average current consumption for
one hour experiments, Fig 5. This is a bar graph in which
is shown the average recorded current for all the cases and
messaging periods. The average consumption have a reverse
relationship with the transmission period meaning the higher
the messaging period the higher the consumption.

From this graph it is shown that all the technologies present
an decrease of average consumption with higher messaging
periods. Likewise, LoRa and WiFi present a considerable
current increase as more devices are connected to the same
network. This is most likely due to the receiving of multiple
messages from other sources at stand by times that induced a
small power spike on the communication module each time.

The inverse correlation between the transmission rates and
the average current consumption is due to the increase of
transmission peaks in high data transmission rates. However
the star topology network have a huge increase of the average
consumption for multi-device configuration having an increase

Fig. 5: Average Currents for a one hour experiment

of almost 200% for both cases. This behavior is presented
because the increase traffic in the network does not allow for
the communication module to enter a deep-sleep mode. The
peak current did not change because the power consumption
for each transmission does not increase by the amount of
messages sent. The average consumption increases with the
frequency of transmitted messages.

B. Range evaluation

The range evaluation present 2 key features of each network,
the actual range and the reliability as a function of the distance.
Starting from the shortest range to the longest, Fig. 6 presents
the range and reliability of a Bluetooth connection with the
presented hardware. This technology presents a trustworthi-
ness above 90% for a range up to 4.2 meters. Further than that
it presents a high unpredictability from 4.2 meters to almost 6
meters. The nature of this protocol and application makes the
Bluetooth a short range technology that require several retries
to guarantee message reception.

Fig. 6: Bluetooth Experimental Range and Package success
Rate

The WiFi connection reliability and range is presented on
Fig 7. The presented hardware achieved almost a 97% package



success rate for a range up to 9 meters. From 9 to 12.5 meters
this presents a 95% reliability with high uncertainty most
likely due to high signal concentration for WiFi channels in the
area where the experiments was conducted. The protocol still
managed occasional connections between 12.5 and 20 meters
but with a high package lost, almost 50%. This technology
should not be operated at ranges above the 13 meters as this
distance give the user enough margin to move the device
without a total connection loss. The WiFi protocol is the most
widespread of all making this the best suited to be the gateway
to the outside of the network. A gateway device could be
placed inside a WiFi access point range and no other device
would be needed to communicate with the network.

Fig. 7: WiFi Experimental Range and Package success Rate

The ZigBee range and success rate have a different behavior
than the previously discussed technologies. Fig. 8 shows a
more reliable connection on a range up to 25 meters with
a 92% at the worst case. ZigBee do not have connection
spikes as WiFi and Bluetooth presented meaning that in
range of operation the ZigBee technology presents a stable
distribution of connection. A 97% trustworthiness is presented
up to 20 meters, likewise from 25 to 36 meters it present an
expected success rate above 63% which present a more reliable
connection than WiFi at longer ranges. The downside is that
the protocol does not have a smooth transition of connection
and disconnection zones. This protocol can be implemented as
a middle network for Bluetooth devices to cover large spaces
and have the coordinator with a WiFi device to act as the
gateway for Bluetooth sensors on a ZigBee network and WiFi
gateway.

LoRa by definition is a long range network. This test did not
used a stationary gateway with all the power and equipment
necessary to achieve the ten’s of kilometers that the technology
is capable of handling. Instead it was implemented with one
device as a nanogateway with a 2 dBi antenna and no auxiliary
power components. The maximum range is presented on Fig.
9 which was around a maximum of 648 meters. LoRa had a
unique performance which was a good enough success rate

Fig. 8: ZigBee Experimental Range and Package success Rate

at the maximum range of 82% for the worst case. A 90%
trustworthiness is presented at the 515 meters, which it still is
20 times grater than the range of the furthest technology tested
on this project. This technology should embrace all others
and work as bridge between the furthest regions of a solution
without the need of multiple hopping devices to connect these
regions. The star topology with the portable capabilities of
the nano gateway could be used to implement a mobile LoRa
network for exploration in zones with no cellular data.

Fig. 9: LoRa Experimental Range and Package success Rate

C. Scalability evaluation

For the scalability evaluation it was analyzed the average,
maximum and minimum times for an acknowledgment re-
sponse at the different amounts of devices connected to the
network. For the Bluetooth network this test can not be done
because the network is composed by 2, maximum 3 (Bluetooth
5.0), devices at any given time. By performing device hopping
the Bluetooth network can handle multiple devices. For WiFi
the router is capable of handling a given amount of connection



at the same time, with ours devices handling up to 50 devices
at the same time. The ZigBee network had only 2 devices
but the theoretical capacity is more than 10.000, if anything
more coordinators could be placed on the network to balance
the network load of a single location. Finally this test was
done only with LoRA. There is a notorious increase of the ac-
knowledgment time as more devices start to join the network,
Fig. 10, where the average goes from ten’s of milliseconds
to almost 250 milliseconds. As more devices try to receive an
acknowledgment from the gateway, it become unable to supply
the increasing demand of its resources. A huge constrain on
the system will depended on the maximum amount of time the
software have for waiting the acknowledgment. This increase
is because the more devices are connected the more susceptible
the node is to not receive an acknowledgment. This can be
handled by increasing the acknowledgment waiting time. Even
more during the development of this experiment was shown
that minimum acknowledgment time for the same system
is 70 milliseconds, which it still a manageable time for an
environmental monitoring system.

Fig. 10: Average Acknowledgment time 10 devices

To understand the limitations of the LoRa network a pro-
jection up to 60 devices was done, 11. In this case we have
10 real values and 50 more where predicted, including the
thrust intervals. The average acknowledgment time prediction
out the average acknowledgment time with 60 devices around
1.4 seconds. The thrust intervals have almost 30% different to
the value.

To compensate the increase of the acknowledgment time
bigger waiting time could be implemented and a message retry
system could work. With both solutions implemented a 80 to
100 node network could be implemented with no effect on the
network performance.

D. Multi technology and protocol network validation

The final experiment validate the network approach as
viable option for coverage of multiple location with different
locations and topologies. The past experiments give enough
information to know in which scenarios use the different
networks, their limitations and capabilities. It was proposed
an experiment in which a temperature sensor was read using

Fig. 11: Average Acknowledgment time 60 devices
prediction

one of the devices and this value sent up to another device
having all the possible protocol hops so the message would
have traveled in each available technology. The main goal
of the test was to evaluate the multi protocol network as a
cooperative approach instead of the comparison of the previous
experiments.

The first metric for to be evaluated system was the package
reception or stability of the network Fig. 12. This experiment
had an average of 95.5% of package reception by the gateway
and confirmed by a received acknowledgment, the missing
packages could be explained by missing acknowledgment,
corrupted messages or corrupted acknowledgment. The lowest
reception was 93.35% which still in the margin of error of
the technologies used. During this experiment we evaluated
the corrupt packages as this kind of network could have
parsing errors with so many technology hops Fig. 13. This
test concluded with 2.04% of average package corruption but
as it was not evaluated this metric for each technology no
more information could be extracted, further research no the
best routing algorithm and parsing considerations should be
done for another version of the routing algorithm.

If the total of received correct and corrupt packages are
added, Fig. 14, a metric of package reception and stability
can be inferred. With this graphic is shown that the network
had less than 0.5% of package loss for an 8 hour trial. This is
an improvement from all the technologies this is because the
approach uses each technology at the best case using another
one to cover for their weakness. Finally, it was recorded the
time of acknowledgment for the network, Fig. 15. The network
under this working conditions had an average of 581 ms for
an acknowledgment time, with peaks of 581 ms and the fastest
being 566 ms. This average is higher that the average of
the other technologies and, most likely, could be improved.
This is an excepted outcome because this network introduces
computational loads, interfaces between several networks and
little delays due to the interactions between networks. But even
though this network introduces a delay it is not unmanageable
and the presented benefits outweighs any and all consequences
of this delay.



Fig. 12: Package reception percentage.

Fig. 13: Corrupt package reception percentage.

Fig. 14: Correct and Corrupt package reception percentage.

Fig. 15: Average acknowledgment time.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Using the multiple technologies that the LoPy and the
ZigBee device provide a multi technology and protocol wire-
less sensor network (MTP-WSN) was implemented and tested.
During the development phase several comparative experi-
ments for the MTP-WSN and each of the technologies that
it employs were performed. The final experiment set up a
working MTP-WSN was implemented. This MTP-WSN had
an average of 95.5% of package reception by the gateway
and received an average of 2.04% corrupt packages, which
mean less than 0.5% of package loss for an 8 hour trial.
During this experiments ideal scenarios for the usage of the
different networking technologies and protocols were decided
to better employ each network. This novel kind of WSN
present opportunities on large implementations with limited
resources and long location distances. The network could be
further developed by having better routing algorithms, having
flow control at a node level or even with messaging control at
a physical layer or optimizing the acknowledgment times and
retry count.
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